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Transformer Models

Differences:
◎ Architecture
◎ Size
◎ Pre-training objective
◎ Pre-training data



oLMpics Overview

Blue:      MLM
Orange: QA



oLMpics Evaluation Methods

◎ MLM

◎ QA

◎ Modification for GPT2



oLMpics Results



Attention Norms

◎ Attention weights can be useful in understanding 
what a model looks at

◎ However, more recently attention norms have 
been shown to be more accurate

○ Attention formula can be rearranged

○ The norm of this product between the 
attention weights and transformed value 
vectors is the “attention norm”



Attention Norm Patterns

Age-Age Pattern Age-MASK Pattern



Age-Age and Age-MASK Importance

To determine whether heads are important, we compare the effect of disabling 
the heads to disabling the same amount of random heads



Conclusion

◎ We analyzed the differences between pre-trained models

○ Zero-shot evaluation on oLMpics tasks

■ Different models perform well on different tasks, there’s no clear leader

■ None of the models can solve composition task

○ Hidden representation analysis - attention norms

■ Intuitive features like Age-MASK do not contribute to performance

◎ Adapted oLMpics zero-shot setup for autoregressive models
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